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   HOLIDAYS 

A kennel closure includes transportation, daycare, grooming, and boarding. 

During closures, regular daycare clients have the privilege of boarding and 

daycare provided a staff member is on site. Closures usually fall on holidays 

and coincide with school breaks. Winter & Spring closures:  

 

Winter 2019 

Friday, December 13th 

Thursday, December 19th  

Tuesday, December 24th - Thursday, December 26th  

Tuesday, December 31st - Thursday, January 2nd, 2020 

Spring 2020 

Saturday, February 15th – Sunday, March 8th   

 

-We will be running regular daycare and transportation over the Winter 

Break on Mondays and Fridays, Dec. 23rd, 27th, 30th, & Jan. 3rd. 

-The school spring break will fall on March 23rd – April 3rd. We have not yet 

finalized what our closure schedule will be for that time.  

“Everything I 
know, I learned 

from dogs.”  
Nora Roberts 

   



 

  COMMUNICATION 

We know the foundation of a “well behaved” dog is leadership. A very important leadership skill is 

communication. Two separate languages must meet in the middle for basic understanding to happen. 

Learning how to speak  “DOG” 
Humans speak verbally, to a point where we have the ability to totally disregard our instincts for reading body 

language. Dogs speak almost wholly with body language. It’s no wonder that miscommunication lands most pups in the 

shelter before their first birthdays. We expect dogs to fully integrate themselves into our lives, learn how to speak 

English and disregard their natural canine instincts…just…like…us. 

Step 1: We can learn to speak “dog” by simply NOT TALKING. Use only your facial expressions and hands to call 

your dog, praise them, disagree with them, direct them, and love them. Then watch them. Watch how they 

understand our expressions, how they want to follow our lead and listen to our body language before our words. 

Step 2: Start a list of personality traits about your dog that you love, and a list of naughty things they do and then 

dissect them into 2 categories, Natural and Learned behavior. It is natural for dogs to bark, dig, chew, bite, and run.  

It is NOT natural for dogs to feel anxiety, be obsessive, over fixate, or be over-excited.  

It’s natural for dogs to bark, we need to allow them to be able to speak verbally (like we do) but we also need to give 

clear limitations before that barking becomes obsessive. To give this direction we must first understand how to 

read their silent body language during a verbal barking session. We need to understand when this verbalization is in 

a natural state of canine communication so we can see the moment when it crosses the line into unnatural or learned 

behavior. Seeing that line is step 1, stopping that line is step 2. We need to learn how to disagree with them (stop 

behaviors from crossing the line) fairly, effectively, and consistently. 

By now you will understand why obedience classes that teach us “sit”, “down”, “stay”, and “come” simply don’t work 

because they do not start at the beginning. There is no foundation in this type of training. The foundation that 

allows us to ask for “sit”, “down”, “stay”, and “come” needs to start with leadership. Communication is only one part 

of leadership. Communication starts with understanding and honoring our dogs for being who they are and for what 

they do to meet us half way. Communication is about honoring their natural instincts, their core values, their basic 

needs and embracing the unconditional love and devotion they give us in return. 

Part of communication also includes our understanding of modern vs traditional training. It is in this understanding 

that we can become true leaders. Fair. Consistent. Clear. Motivating. Confident. Calm.  
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“The only thing 

that interferes 

with my learning 

is my education.” 

Albert Einstein 

 

 

  GROOMING HANDOUT’S 

    

   As the weather gets colder and colder, we are 

content to let our dog’s hair get longer and longer. 

The Christmas season has us rushing around in 

circles getting ready for the feast and celebrations 

that December 25th brings. At the end of our busy 

day the last chore on our list is always the one that 

never gets done. Brush the dog, floss our teeth, dust 

the china cabinet.  

   January pops its frosty head up out of the bright 

lights to remind us to make that dog grooming 

appointment. We ask the groomer to wave their 

magic wand and leave a long coat on a very matted 

pooch. As a groomer, I find myself explaining how 

clippers cannot cut through the mats but can only 

clip under the mats. We talk about training, 

seasonal styles, how non-shedders shed, how mats 

form, the discomfort of leaving the mats, the health 

risks of shaving their dogs in the cold. I explain how 

insulation works…imagine how cold your house 

would be if all the insulation in the walls were 

matted and tangled up! Your dog needs to be free of 

mats and tangles to keep that warm air close to 

their body in cold weather. What a choice! Useless 

mats or short hair in -30 degree weather.  

   I am a visual learner. I must have a graph or 

colorful event cycle to truly have the information 

sink into my brain. I want to see how a mat comb is 

different from a metal comb. I want to see the 

picture of a wet mat shrinking like wool in the dryer. 

I have been working on handouts for clear, visual 

education that shows the life cycle and structure of 

hair, how tangles become mats and then pelts, the 

proper tools to use at home for your dog’s specific 

coat, easy training to make grooming at home not a 

chore, and much more. This handout will be 

available soon, just in time for our January dilemma. 
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Did you know? 

Bakers Acres also offers : 

Dog boarding 

Cat boarding and grooming 

Private dog training 

Temporary hair color & grooming tattoos 

Cockapoo puppies 

Contact us! 
250-692-6481 

TEXT messages are checked every 

weekday (excluding holidays) at 6am and 

again at 6pm. 

PHONE is answered on weekdays 

(excluding holidays) between 10am-3pm 

when possible. 

Bakersacres2012@gmail.com 

Emails are checked every other day. 

Facebook Messenger 

“Doggie Daycare” – Checked 

consistently on daycare days (M/W/F) 

“Bakers Spaniels” – Checked every 

other day 

“Brandie Baker” – Checked sporadically 

 

We are consistently working towards a completely 

digital business. We love our environment and we 

choose to provide invoices and training materials via 

email, offer etransfer as our main form of currency, 

accept online applications and digital photos of 

vaccination certificates.  

We try to maintain simple and updated websites: 

Bakersacreskennels.com 

Bakersspaniels.com 

We want you to know who we are and what we do 

with our blog, Bakers newsletter, “Bakers Acres 

Kennels” and “Bakers Spaniels” Facebook pages. You 

can also find us on YouTube, Twitter, Pinterest, and 

Love Burns Lake. 

Bakersacres.blog 


